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Abstract. This paper proposes a feature reconstruction based approach using

pixel-graph and Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN) for solving the prob-

lem of synthesizing future frames from video scenes. Recent methods of frame

synthesis often generate blurry outcomes in case of long-range prediction and

scenes involving multiple objects moving at different velocities due to their holis-

tic approach. Our proposed method introduces a novel pixel-graph based context

aggregation layer (PixGraph) which efficiently captures long range dependencies.

PixGraph incorporates a weighting scheme through which the internal features of

each pixel (or a group of neighboring pixels) can be modeled independently of the

others, thus handling the issue of separate objects moving in different directions

and with very dissimilar speed. We also introduce a novel objective function, the

Locally Guided Gram Loss (LGGL), which aides the GAN based model to max-

imize the similarity between the intermediate features of the ground-truth and

the network output by constructing Gram matrices from locally extracted patches

over several levels of the generator. Our proposed model is end-to-end trainable

and exhibits superior performance compared to the state-of-the-art on four real-

world benchmark video datasets.

1 Introduction

Although video understanding has been one of the key areas of computer vision, the

problem of predicting frames from natural video scenes has not been explored till re-

cently. Compared to image reconstruction tasks, generation of multiple video frames

requires understanding of non-trivial spatio-temporal feature representations. Past ap-

proaches in this area involve the use of Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) networks [1],

[2], recurrent neural networks [3] and action conditional deep networks [4]. Majority

of the recent approaches [5], [6], [7] focus on predicting the semantics which is use-

ful in decision making problems. Mathieu et.al. [8] proposed a frame prediction model

based on Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN). Contrary to the semantic based ap-

proaches, this multi-scale GAN uses the future frames (during training) as target from

large amount of natural video scenes to produce crisp and clear output. This method also

overcomes the issue of producing blurry output when the L2 penalty is used as the ob-

jective function, by introducing a gradient based loss (GDL). Recently, Villegas et.al.

[9] incorporates different encoding streams for motion and content by using LSTM
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based encoders. Another approach in synthesizing frames is to use pixel-autoregressive

models [10], [11]. Also, latent variable models viz. Variational Auto-encoders (VAE)

[12] have been used for both single [13] and multi-frame predictions [14]. Although

these approaches (also [15], [16], [17], [18]) offer improvement in the quality of the

produced frames over the semantic based models, they often fail to perform satisfac-

torily in environments differing greatly from the training set and in case of faraway

predictions. Very recently, [19] used a two-stage GAN based framework and introduces

two novel objective functions based on cross-correlation and a distance based diver-

gence measure. This work captures the spatial as well as temporal information through

the use of a cross-correlation based loss. Although this improves the scores over the

state-of-the-art, it often fails on situations where multiple objects having very different

velocity are present in the scene simultaneously. We overcome this issue by modeling

the internal features corresponding to the pixels (or a group of pixels) using graph based

structures which capture contextual dependencies in spatio-temporal regions.

Our proposed work incorporates two GAN based models: (a) feature generating GAN

(F-GAN) and (b) reconstruction GAN (R-GAN). These two networks act in an encoder-

decoder arrangement and are trained together end-to-end. F-GAN learns to generate

intermediate feature representations, while R-GAN reconstructs the future frames from

the generated feature space. The PixGraph layer sits on top of the convolutional part

of F-GAN. The learning process of F-GAN is aided by a Locally Guided Gram Loss

(LGGL) function. This minimizes the distance between the intermediate feature maps

of the ground truth frames, produced by another auxiliary network and the feature maps

from the F-GAN itself, by forming soft “local guidance” regions. The auxiliary network

is trained simultaneously along with the two generators. The raison d´être of the feature

generating network is to break the process of frame prediction from a direct coarse strat-

egy into a finer multi-step method. The reconstruction network minimizes the L1 loss

along with a gradient based objective function, Gradient Divergence Loss (GDL) [8].

The salient parts of our work are: (a) graph based context aggregation layer (PixGraph)

with a novel weighting scheme for context aggregation, (b) novel encoder-decoder type

GAN based architecture in the domain of video frame prediction and (c) a novel feature

based objective function (LGGL) for bridging the gap between the predicted and target

outputs efficiently. We quantitatively and qualitatively evaluate the proposed method

using four popular real world video datasets: (a) KTH [20], (b) Weizmann [21], (c)

UCF-101 [22] and (d) KITTI [23].

2 Proposed architecture

The overall proposed system for predicting future frames mimics an encoder-decoder

like arrangement via an amalgamation of two GANs [24]. Overall, these are composed

of two sub-networks: (a) the Generator (G) and (b) the Discriminator (D). The gen-

erator (G) is trained to produce realistic outputs by learning the underlying true data

distribution pdata and consequently making the job of differentiating between true and

synthetic outputs by the discriminator harder. In contrast, the discriminator D learns to

distinguish between the real data and the synthetic outputs produced by the generator.
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Fig. 1: The proposed GAN based network architecture for video frame prediction

In short, GANs use an alternating two player min-max game-like learning strategy [24]

to achieve the mixed equilibrium of generating better synthetic outputs. The objective

function minimized by the GANs [24] is given by

min
G

max
D

v(D,G) = Ex∼pdata
[log(D(x))] + Ez∼pz

[log(1−D(G(z)))] (1)

where, x is a sample from the true distribution pdata and vector z is sampled from a

uniform (or Gaussian) noise distribution pz . As our work deals with videos instead of

arbitrary data distributions, the input to F-GAN is a sequence of video frames (discussed

in section 2.2), while R-GAN receives a collection of 2D intermediate context aggre-

gated feature map(s) (refer figure 1). The following sub-sections describe the working

principles of the proposed PixGraph module along with the feature generation and re-

construction stages.

2.1 PixGraph module

The feature generation stage comprises of two generators, Gfwd and Gbwd and a dis-

criminator Dfeat. The main purpose of this feature generating stage is to incorporate

the idea of context aggregation and local region representation. We propose PixGraph,

a graph based Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) [25] layer to perform context aggre-

gation in this paper. In the setting of video frame prediction, it is natural to assume that

nearby pixels are dependent to each other and graph based RNN models this contextual

dependency in a elegant way.
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Forward pass through PixGraph Mathematically, the working principle of RNNs

[25] is expressed as:

h(t) = f(WIHx(t) +WHh(t−1) + b)

y(t) = g(WHOh
(t) + c)

(2)

where, the hidden layer h(t) at step t is represented as a non-linear function f over the

current input x(t) and the hidden layer at the previous time step h(t−1); WIH is the

weight matrix between the input and hidden layers, WH among the hidden layer them-

selves and WHO is the output matrix connecting the hidden and output layers; b, c are

the bias vectors; y(t) is the output layer and g(.), a non-linear activation function.

Although the standard RNN [25] captures temporal dependencies in sequential data

such as sentences, where a chain-structure is present, they are not suitable for images

(or a sequence of frames). The reason behind this is the fact that, to make the image data

usable for the standard RNN cells, the feature maps x ∈ R
h×w×d need to be reshaped

into vectors x̂ ∈ R
(h.w)×d, thereby losing the spatial dependency of the pixel elements.

Therefore, we employ a spatio-temporal graphical structure which respects the spatial

as well as temporal arrangement of the pixels as shown in figure 2.

We represent the configuration of the feature map of the target frame as a graph G =
{V,E}, where V = {vi}i=1:N is the vertex set and E = {eij} is the edge set with eij
denoting a connection from vertex vi to vj . As the model generates the forward propa-

gation sequence by traversing the graph G, it should be noted that a node is processed

only after all its predecessors are processed. For this step, we assume that contextual de-

pendency falls in four categories based on the direction of motion: north-east (0◦−89◦),

north-west (90◦ − 179◦), south-west (180◦ − 269◦) and south-east (270◦ − 359◦). Us-

ing this four-way decomposition, a pixel is processed only if all the pixels in its corre-

sponding predecessor direction (i.e. top-right pixels for the north-east decomposition)

has been processed by the RNN. Figure 2b shows this predecessor relationship for the

north-west decomposition graph.

For representing the aforementioned decomposition more formally, let the set of four

direction based graphs be Ĝ = {G1, G2, G3, G4}. The graph based RNN is applied si-

multaneously and independently on each of these decompositions to generate four cor-

responding hidden layer feature maps hi, i = 1 : 4. These are finally weight-aggregated

to form the final hidden layer feature map h. Mathematically, these operations are ex-

pressed as:

h
(vj)
i = f(W i

IHx(vj) +
∑

vk∈PGi
(vj)

W i
HHh

(vk)
i + bi) (3)

o(vj) = g(
∑

Gi∈Ĝ

λiW
i
HOh

(vj)
i + c) (4)

where, PGi
(vj) is the set of parent or predecessor pixel units of vj in the component

graph Gi and λi are the corresponding weights for each of the components.

Equations 3-4 consider the spatially contextual relations only for the current time-step.

This is extended to multiple time-steps in the past for capturing the temporal context

by considering a set of component graph sets Ĝ = {Ĝt−3, Ĝt−2, Ĝt−1, Ĝt}. Also, we
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(a) The hidden state of the current process-

ing unit (in red) is connected to all the parent

input units in the shaded regions of previous

time-steps (denoted by t). The dimension of

this valid predecessor region grows as we go

further into the past

(b) The hidden state of the current processing

unit (in red) is also connected to the hidden

states of the already processed units. To limit

influence from far-away sections, the prede-

cessor set of vertices is restricted to a small

neighborhood (black units)

Fig. 2: The PixGraph module. Both (a) and (b) illustrates the north-west component of

the context graph. Similar logic applies for the other directions

assume that the motion is smooth such that each pixel (or a set of pixels) is only depen-

dent on a small neighborhood around it in the previous step. Following this, we restrict

the valid predecessor units to a small 3 × 3 neighborhood region in the corresponding

direction of the component. This local region is gradually grown to a 9 × 9 patch for

Ĝt−3 to capture the motion efficiently over a short time-period. Considering the fact

that each of the graphs Ĝt−i is broken into 4 directional components, a 9 × 9 local

window practically captures information from a 17×17 neighborhood centered around

the currently processing pixel unit. Under this framework, equation 3 is re-written as:

h
(vj)
i = f(W i

IHx(vj) +
∑

vl∈P
Gi

t−a
(vj)

a∈{0,1,2,3}

W
t−a,i
PH x(vl) +

∑

vk∈PGi
(vj)

W i
HHh

(vk)
i + bi) (5)

where, the first and last summation terms capture the contextual information from the

previously processed pixel features whereas, the second summation involving W
t−a,b
PH

captures motion information from the local regions of the feature maps of the previous

frames with t − a denoting the time-step and i representing the corresponding direc-

tional component as discussed before. Equation 4 remains unchanged as the weighted-

aggregation logic stays the same under this framework.

Computing the gradients To facilitate the learning process using backpropagation al-

gorithm the derivatives are calculated for the PixGraph module in the backward pass.

In this case, each of the vertices are processed in the reverse order of the previous for-

ward propagation sequence. Hence, instead of considering the predecessor set P(vj)
as discussed before, a successor set S(vj) is calculated. Using this, the error accumu-

lated to the hidden unit for vertex vj is broken into two components: (a) errors from vj :
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∂o
(vj)

∂h
(vj)

and (b) sum of errors from the successor set:
∑

vk

∂o(vk)

∂h
(vj)

=
∑

vk

∂o(vk)

∂h(vk)
∂h(vk)

∂h
(vj)

.

This way, the derivatives are calculated as:

dh
(vj)
i =

∂o(vj)

∂h
(vj)
i

+
∑

vk

∂o(vk)

∂h
(vk)
i

∂h
(vk)
i

∂h(vj)

= λi(W
i
HO)

T g′(o(vj)) +
∑

vk∈SGi
(vj)

(W i
HH)T dh

(vk)
i ◦ f ′(h

(vk)
i )

(6)

where, S is the successor set of vertex vj and ◦ represents the Hadamard product. Sim-

ilarly, the gradients of the other learned parameters are computed as:

∇W i
HO = g′(λiW

i
HOh

(vj) + c)(λih
(vj)
i )T (7)

∇W i
HH =

∑

vk∈SGi(vj)

dh
(vk)
i ◦ f ′(h

(vk)
i )h

(vj)
i (8)

∇W i
IH = dh

(vj)
i ◦ f ′(h

(vj)
i )(x(vj))T (9)

∇W
t−a,i
PH =

∑

vl∈S
Gi

t−a
(vj)

dh
(vj)
i ◦ f ′(h

(vl)
i )(x(vj))T (10)

where, the symbols bear the usual notation as mentioned before.

Apart from the derivatives of the weight matrices, the λ parameter can be fixed at some

predefined value (viz. λ1 = λ2 = λ3 = λ4 = 1
4 to give equal importance to the features

from all the direction based contexts), or can be learned as well. To give our model the

maximum flexibility, we chose to learn the λi values and compute the derivatives as

follows:

∇λi(vj) = g′(λiW
i
HOh

(vj) + c)(W i
HOh

(vj)
i )T (11)

Learning the λi values instead of giving equal weight to all the components helps to

model situations where multiple close-by objects move in different directions e.g. a

busy road-crossing where pedestrians are moving in all sorts of directions.

2.2 Stage-1: Feature generation using PixGraph

As shown in figure 1, two similar generators, Gfwd and Gbwd are used to generate an

intermediate representation of the target frame(s). For ease of discussion, we will as-

sume that the network takes as input a sequence of M frames and generates a single

frame at the next time-step. All the input and output frames have the same dimen-

sion W ×H (W = H for simplicity). Gfwd is used to output the internal representa-

tion of the target frame at time-step t + 1 with a sequence of M frames at time-steps

T = t−M +1, t−M +2, ..., t as input. On the other hand, Gbwd also creates another

feature representation of the same target frame at time-step t+1 from a sequence of N

consecutive frames at time-steps T = t+2, t+3, ..., t+N +1. Essentially, Gfwd cre-

ates a representation in the forward direction while Gbwd does the same in the backward

direction. From figure 1, the initial part of both the networks are standard convolutional
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networks with the last layer being the PixGraph module as discussed in the previous

subsection. Note that, Gbwd is only used in the training phase for future frame genera-

tion. Although, the same model can be used for interpolation of frames as well, in which

case we retain the Gbwd in the evaluation stage also. Thus, using this forward-backward

encoding of intermediate features, the model serves a dual purpose of interpolation as

well as extrapolation of video frames. The outputs from both these networks are fed to

the feature discriminator (Dfeat). As the motivation of using the feature generator is to

bring the intermediate feature maps of the forward and backward generators closer in

the feature space, Dfeat is trained to distinguish between the synthesized feature maps

produced by Gfwd and Gbwd. The target labels chosen for features fed to Dfeat are: ‘0’

for the feature maps generated by Gfwd and ‘1’ for that from Gbwd. Apart from mini-

mizing the adversarial objective of GAN, the model also minimizes the L2 distance of

the intermediate feature maps produced by Gfwd and Gbwd.

Although GANs are notorious for their training instability, our proposed model of si-

multaneous learning of the discriminator along with the forward and backward genera-

tors is elegant and successful due to: (a) Although minimizing the sum squared distance

(L2) is a traditional method used in optimization literature, it results in production of

blurry frames. This shortcoming is evaded in our work by minimizing the L2 distance

between a large number of high-dimensional feature maps instead of the pixels in the

generated frames and (b) Projecting the past and future frames to a shared space of

context aggregated features using PixGraph and a novel non-linear objective function

(described in section 3) increases separability for better discrimination.

2.3 Stage-2: Reconstruction

The reconstruction phase of the frame prediction framework is essentially another Gen-

erative Adversarial Network fine-tuned to produce sharp, high-quality sequence of frames.

This phase consists of two networks: (a) frame generator (Grecon) and (b) frame dis-

criminator (Drecon). The context-aggregated internal feature map produced by the Pix-

Graph module on top of Gfwd of dimension Wint × Hint is fed as input to Grecon,

which in turn produces the final output frame at time-step t+1. For simplicity, we keep

the number of frames generated to 1. The discriminator, (Drecon), at this stage is trained

to distinguish between the synthetic and true data in the RGB image space.

Exploration of different architectures for the feature generation and reconstruction stages

led to an observation that using residual blocks in the reconstruction stage produces

comparatively better outputs at less training time. Also, the same helps in diminishing

the effect of vanishing gradients through by-passing higher level features using identity

pathways.

3 Locally Guided Gram Loss (LGGL)

The joint problem of projecting the input video frame sequence in an intermediate fea-

ture space shared by the features from the future frames and optimizing the discrimi-

nator to differentiate between them simultaneously is a non-trivial problem. For these

situations, we use feature maps from several layers of Gfwd and Gbwd. By breaking the
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feature maps into local regions, the proposed objective function guides the neurons of

Gfwd to transform the original input data to the targeted feature space.

Let FM
fwd
k (X) and FM bwd

k (Y ) denote the feature representations of the past and fu-

ture frame sequences X and Y used as input to Gfwd and Gbwd respectively at layer

k of Gfwd and Gbwd respectively. Also, each of the columns of FM
fwd
k and FM bwd

k

are vectorized i.e. FMk ∈ R
Wk×Hk×Nk where, Wk, Hk and Nk are the width, height

and number of feature maps at layer k respectively. Our aim is to transform each small

local (spatially) region of the feature maps from Gfwd, at several layers by using those

from Gbwd. We divide the feature maps into R non-overlapping square regions and

use the concept of Gaussian Guidance Maps (GGM). GGMs are essentially normalized

([0, 1]) image maps and specifies how much weightage is given to a specific neuron in

the guiding policy. We noticed that the neurons near the border of all the R regions

contribute almost equally to capture an intermediate feature; whereas, those near the

center are often mutually exclusive in their role. Armed with this intuition, we assign a

higher weightage for the center neurons in the GGM and lower it near the borders. This

is modeled with the help of a Gaussian distribution. Note that the guidance maps have

zero values for areas outside the boundaries of a particular region, thereby suppressing

unwanted effects from those (e.g. sky) far away from the current one (e.g. road).

The feature maps of each of the K layers are multiplied with R GGM to compute the

Locally Guided Gram matrix (LGG) G. This is defined as:

[FM
fwd
k ]r = [GGM ]r ◦ FM

fwd
k (12)

[Gfwd
k ]r = [FM

fwd
k ]Tr [FM

fwd
k ]r (13)

where, r ∈ R, ◦ represents element-wise multiplication, [GGM ]r is the normalized

GGM for region r and [Gfwd
k ]r is the LGG of the same. We compute the values for the

feature maps of the backward network simultaneously, using analysis similar to equa-

tions 12 and 13.

Each of the LGG matrices now becomes the target for optimization for the correspond-

ing regions in the feature space. This way, the objective function for LGGL is expressed

in Sum of Squared Distance (SSD) form as:

LLGGL =
1

K

K
∑

k=1

1

R2(Nk)2

R
∑

r=1

[

[Gfwd
k ]r − [Gbwd

k ]r

]2

(14)

As the granularity of the extracted features vary proportionally with the depth of CNNs,

LLGGL minimizes the feature distance in a hierarchical fashion and greatly enhances

the stability of the feature generating stage.

4 Overall objective function

We integrate the objective functions described in section 3 with the traditional adver-

sarial loss function [24] as well as the well-known L1 and L2 metrics for the proposed
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frame prediction network. The generator (Gfwd) in the feature generation stage thus

optimizes the following weighted function:

Lfwd
comb = λ

fwd
adv L

Gfwd

adv (X) + λLGGLLLGGL(X,Y ) + λ
fwd
L2 LL2(Xint, Yint) (15)

where, the symbols bear the standard notations as mentioned in the previous sections.

The optimal values for the co-efficients λ
fwd
adv , λ

fwd
L2 and λLGGL are empirically found

to be 0.10, 0.45 and 0.45. Similarly, the objective function for the backward generator

Gbwd is:

Lbwd
comb = λbwd

advL
Gbwd

adv (X) + λLGGLLLGGL(X,Y ) + λbwd
L2 LL2(Xint, Yint) (16)

where, the co-efficients are kept equal to their forward generator counterparts. On the

other hand, the combined loss function for the reconstruction phase generator (Grecon)

includes the Gradient Divergence Loss (GDL) [8] for enhancing the sharpness of the

generated frame(S) and is represented as:

Lrecon
comb = λrecon

adv LGrecon

adv (Xint) + λrecon
L1 LL1(Y, Y

′) + λGDLLGDL(Y, Y
′) (17)

In all our experiments, we keep the weights λrecon
adv , λrecon

L1 and λGDL as 0.10, 0.25 and

0.65 respectively (determined empirically for best performance).

These combined objectives in equations 15 - 17 when minimized simultaneously, re-

duce the gap in the intermediate and RGB features spaces of the target (GT) and gener-

ated frame(s), thereby generating better results.

5 Experiments

We evaluate our frame prediction network on four popular benchmark datasets: (a) KTH

[20], (b) Weizmann [21], (c) UCF-101 [22] and (d) KITTI [23]. Among these, KTH and

Weizmann contain various simple human actions in a predominantly static background.

The UCF-101 dataset comprises of scenes with 101 different complex human actions.

Although it contains much complex scenes than the KTH and Weizmann, it still suffers

from the problem of static background which can lead the network to just learn to copy

pixel values. To overcome this issue, we use Sports-1M [26], a large database of natural

sports videos, for training. Lastly, KITTI contains street view scenes taken from a car

mounted camera and generally does not suffer from the static background problem.

Quantitative studies with recent state-of-the-art and other methods have been carried out

using two image quality measurement metrics: (a) Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR)

[27] and (b) Structural Similarity Index Measure (SSIM) [28].

5.1 Results on KTH and Weizmann

The KTH dataset comprises of 6 different human actions from 25 subjects. Videos in

this dataset have rather simplistic motions which are periodic and predominantly ex-

hibit a static background. Following [9], we use persons 1 − 16 for training and the

rest for testing purpose. Apart from these, we also selected walking, running, one and
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Fig. 3: Effect of layer selection in the feature generation stage. Zoomed-in patches of

outputs from models optimized with LGGL taking into account: (a) early, (b) terminal

and (c) optimum choice (mixed) of layers from Gfwd and Gbwd networks. The same

patch from the ground-truth frame is shown in (d). Observe the trade-off between blur-

riness and sharpness in each of the cases (Best viewed in color)

two hands waving classes from the Weizmann database. All the experiments are done

using 64 × 64 dimension input and target frames. The network is trained using a set

of 10 consecutive frames to predict up-to 10 frames in the future. For a fair compari-

son with [9], clips from the running and jogging classes are sampled every 3rd frame

while for the rest of the classes the sample period is one in every 10 frames. As our

network predicts 10 frames in the future, the sampling rate is chosen to be 10 instead

of 20 (as in [9]). Additional results for deeper prediction are shown the supplementary

document. The layers conv 2, conv 4, conv 6 ,conv 9 and conv 10 of Gfwd and Gbwd

were found to be the optimum choice for the Locally Guided Gram Loss (LGGL) in the

feature generation stage (refer sections 1 & 2 in supplementary document for architec-

ture). Choosing only the early layers for LGGL produced features which forced Grecon

to predict output frames having sharp edges with overall color and texture informations

intact, but lacking in finer details (e.g. cloth patterns). A reverse effect was observed

(sharper details but blurry edges) when features were chosen from later parts of the fea-

ture generation network (see figure 3).

From the quantitative results presented in table 1, it is evident that the proposed frame-

work is superior to its closest competitor MCNet both in terms of PSNR and SSIM qual-

ity measures. Also note that the drop in reconstruction quality is substantially less than

other methods, as we go deeper into the future. This can be attributed to the weighted

context aggregation of the PixGraph module which captures the temporal information

in locally restricted areas. MCNet uses LSTMs as well as two separate networks for

capturing both the temporal and spatial information. While the complex framework of

MCNet learns periodic motions, it often fails to perform in case of complex scenes with

highly non-periodic motion. Also, as our method learns an intermediate feature repre-

sentation that is explicitly trained to fuel the prediction quality, the output frames look

much more photo-realistic (refer to supplementary figures for additional illustrations).

5.2 Results on UCF-101

The UCF-101 dataset contains realistic scenes of 101 types of human actions collected

from YouTube. Compared to KTH and Weizmann, this database is complex and larger
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Table 1: Comparison of performance for KTH and Weizmann datasets using

PSNR/SSIM scores. GDL stands for Gradient Divergence Loss [8]. Best results in bold.

Frame-1 Frame-4

Methods Weizmann KTH Weizmann KTH

ConvLSTM + RES [9] 36.2/0.97 33.8/0.94 29.8/0.92 27.9/0.86

MCNet + RES [9] 36.8/0.97 33.9/0.94 31.9/0.94 28.3/0.88

Adv + L1 (w/o PixGraph) 27.3/0.83 25.2/0.82 22.4/0.78 21.3/0.72

Adv + L1 + LGGL (w/o PixGraph) 30.1/0.85 29.9/0.85 24.8/0.79 23.5/0.73

Adv + L1 (PixGraph) 38.4/0.95 35.1/0.93 33.7/0.94 30.8/0.89

Adv + L1 + LGGL (PixGraph) 41.8/0.97 39.8/0.96 38.2/0.95 36.1/0.91

Adv + L1 + LGGL + GDL (PixGraph) 42.5/0.98 40.8/0.96 38.8/0.96 36.7/0.91

in size. Following [8], we train our models using 4 consecutive frames as input and the

5th as target at the training phase. As the scenes from this dataset contain many frames

having static background, we train using random 64 × 64 (patches) exhibiting motion,

estimated using the L2 distance between frames in consecutive time-steps. Apart from

the UCF-101 frames, Sports-1M [26] is also used for reasons similar to the experimen-

tal settings described in [8]. We sampled one in every 10 videos of the test split of

UCF-101 for the evaluation phase and identified regions containing significant motion

by calculating optical flow features (using [30]). The architecture is kept the same as

that used for predicting frames from KTH and Weizmann dataset. Also, we again use

the combination of features from convolutional layers 2, 4, 5 and 7 of the feature gen-

eration stage for calculating LGGL. Notice the substantial increase in the PSNR/SSIM

values of the PixGraph based proposed model over the basic one in table 2. Similar to

the results obtained in case of KTH and Weizmann datasets, the trend of a slower rate

of degradation (measured using PSNR and SSIM) of the output (produced) frames is

also evident in the UCF-101 ablation studies due to the efficient context aggregation

power of PixGraph. Qualitative results are shown in figures 3 and 4 of the supplemen-

tary document and also in figure 5. Inclusion of residual blocks in the reconstruction

stage generator plays a more involved role in UCF-101 predictions than in KTH and

Weizmann datasets.

5.3 Results on KITTI

KITTI is a traffic scene database containing videos captured from a camera mounted on

cars. In contrast to KTH, Weizmann and UCF-101, the videos from this dataset do not

generally suffer from the issue of static background. Hence, we did not use any aux-

iliary dataset such as Sports-1M for training. For all our experimental studies, videos

from (a) road and (b) city have been used. The models were trained using four con-

secutive frames as input and the subsequent four as target. For quantitative evaluation,

we selected one among every five videos from the above mentioned classes to predict

8 frames in the future. Table 2 provides the quantitative comparison of several of our

models for KITTI. Interesting to note that, the bare model with only L1 objective and

the adversarial losses fail to reconstruct realistic versions of KITTI scenes. This is due
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Fig. 4: Qualitative result for Weizmann dataset. The combination of models used are a)

L1 + LGGL , b) L1 + LGGL (PixGraph) and c) GDL [8] + L1 + LGGL and d) GDL [8]

+ L1 + LGGL (PixGraph). The last row represents ground-truth frames

to the fact that the model seems to reconstruct by averaging between every two consec-

utive frames producing ghost image type artifacts. This issue is almost entirely subdued

by the use of PixGraph and LGGL (see table 2), thereby confirming once again its

role in guiding the feature generation network into building a rich context aggregated

intermediate feature space.

5.4 Cross-dataset evaluation

Apart from the ablation studies discussed above, we also tested our model for general-

ization using cross-dataset evaluations. For this, we chose three different combinations

of datasets (listed as training → testing): (a) UCF-101 → KTH, (b) UCF-101 → Weiz-

mann and (c) UCF-101 → KITTI.

UCF-101 → KTH and Weizmann Although KTH and Weizmann are simpler in na-

ture than UCF-101 and KITTI, the scenes in these datasets are quite different in style,

color and motion pattern. In spite of these inherent differences, our proposed models

when trained with UCF-101 for predicting frames, performed remarkably well when

tested with KTH or Weizmann videos. The model without any of our proposed ob-

jectives failed miserably to reconstruct the frames. Inclusion of LGGL greatly helps

to generate legible scenes whereas, combination of all the proposed objectives success-

fully produce near photo-realistic images. The quantitative results for UCF-101 → KTH

and UCF-101 → Weizmann are shown in table 3. As both KTH and Weizmann have

a large static background, the color patterns were easy to predict (simple pixel copy).

From the values in table 3 (last two rows), it can be observed that the residual version
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Table 2: Quantitative comparison of performance of different methods for the UCF-

101 and KITTI datasets using PSNR/SSIM scores. (*) indicates that models are fine

tuned on patches of size 64× 64 [8]. (†) represents model trained on 2 frames as input.

(-) denotes unavailability of performance results. GDL stands for Gradient Divergence

Loss [8]. Last 5 rows report the scores obtained using the proposed method. Best results

are given in bold.

Frame-1 Frame-2

Methods UCF-101 KITTI UCF-101 KITTI

GDL L1* [8] 29.9/0.90 - 26.4/0.87 -

Adv + GDL fine-tuned* [8] 32.0/0.92 - 28.9/0.89 -

Optical flow [8] 31.6/0.93 - 28.2/0.90 -

ConvLSTM [9] 27.3/0.87 - 23.3/0.78 -

ConvLSTM + RES [9] 29.8/0.90 - 25.1/0.82 -

MCNet [9] 27.9/0.87 - 23.8/0.80 -

MCNet + RES UCF101 [9] 30.5/0.91 - 27.7/0.86 -

Deep Voxel Flow† [29] 35.8/0.96 - - -

SNCCL + PCDL + L1 [19] 38.2/0.95 40.2/0.94 36.8/0.93 37.7/0.91

Adv + L1 (w/o PixGraph) 24.2/0.82 28.3/0.81 23.5/0.81 26.8/0.80

Adv + L1 + LGGL (w/o PixGraph) 27.5/0.86 30.1/0.86 26.7/0.84 28.1/0.83

Adv + L1 (PixGraph) 34.2/0.93 36.3/0.92 33.5/0.92 35.9/0.91

Adv + L1 + LGGL (PixGraph) 38.8/0.95 41.2/0.95 37.6/0.94 39.3/0.93

Adv + L1 + LGGL + GDL (PixGraph) 40.1/0.96 42.3/0.96 39.2/0.95 40.1/0.94

performs significantly better than the other models. This is evident in the qualitative re-

sults also (see figure 1 in the supplementary) as it produces sharp edges and maintains

the overall texture and minor details (e.g. details of the dresses) quite successfully.

UCF-101 → KITTI We also tested our models trained for UCF-101 on the KITTI

dataset by feeding 6 input frames to produce 8 future frames. The PSNR/SSIM values

in table 4 indicate the generalizability of our proposed models in this cross-dataset ar-

rangement. Note that, in this particular case, the PSNR values decrease (with increasing

frame number) a bit faster compared to that for other databases, while the trend of slow

rate in decrease of the SSIM value remains unaltered. As PSNR is a pixel-wise differ-

ence measure, small changes in a large number of pixels result in a far worse value de-

Table 3: Comparison of UCF-101 → KTH and Weizmann cross-dataset performance

using PSNR/SSIM measures for different adversarial models. Best results in bold.

Frame-1 Frame-4 Frame-10

Methods Weizmann KTH Weizmann KTH Weizmann KTH

L1 + LGGL (w/o Pix-

Graph)

28.7/0.84 28.2/0.85 23.4/0.78 22.3/0.72 19.8/0.73 19.6/0.70

L1 + LGGL (PixGraph) 40.2/0.96 38.2/0.95 36.4/0.94 33.9/0.90 31.2/0.90 28.9/0.84
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Fig. 5: Qualitative results for UCF-101 on a scene involving high amount of camera

motion. The combination of models used are a) L1, b) NCCL + PCDL + L1 [19], c)

Deep Voxel Flow [29] and d) LGGL + L1 (PixGraph). The last row represents GT

frames

Table 4: Comparison of UCF-101 → KITTI cross-dataset performance using

PSNR/SSIM measures for different adversarial models. Best results in bold.

Methods Frame-1 Frame-2 Frame-4 Frame-8

L1 + LGGL (w/o PixGraph) 29.2/0.85 26.9/0.82 24.7/0.80 20.8/0.78

L1 + LGGL (PixGraph) 38.6/0.94 37.5/0.91 34.2/0.86 31.1/0.83

spite being perceptually acceptable. As SSIM uses features for measuring the similarity,

it does not get affected by this undesired phenomenon. Figure 2 in the supplementary

shows qualitative results of this cross-dataset experimentation.

6 Conclusion

This paper proposes a 2-stage encoder-decoder type GAN for predicting photo-realistic

future frames with a novel graph based context aggregation layer, PixGraph. Further,

for diminishing the issues of instability and building a meaningful intricate intermedi-

ate feature space, we employed a novel region based guidance objective: the Locally

Guided Gram Loss (LGGL). Extensive evaluation on popular benchmark datasets and

KITTI, a database previously not quite explored in the genre of frame prediction, reveal

the superiority of our proposed model, especially the PixGraph module, over the recent

state-of-the-art methods.
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